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WHO?
Sop Rodchenvko (Rodrigo Moctezuma) was born in Mexico City in 1978. He is the youngest of
three siblings in the middle-class family and since his earliest years, he has been fascinated by
urban art; expressions and emotions found on the streets of the mega-city, Mexico City. His
grandfather introduced him to the street art given he was a director of a “chile frito” (fried
chilli) orchestra in Tixtla, Guerrero state in Mexico. His grandmother lived and died with a
recurrent dream to become a pianist. Sop Rodchenvko has also appreciated the art while
living alongside his two uncles, both of whom used to be members of the Convivium Musicum
Coro (chorus), thus he spent afternoons listening to and dreaming with classical music.

At the age of 14, he started to play the bass guitar. It was when he and his older brother
formed a rock band called “los hongos” (the mushrooms), with which they recorded one album
under the same name. This alternative band was a part of the underground scene in Mexico
City of the 90’s. Sop Rodchenvko continues creating music in different collectives up to this
time.

Over the last 18 years, he’s been professionally involved in marketing, advertising, public
relations and business, working for three of the most important IT multinational corporations.
He has been constantly attempting to put a human face to the technology while looking for a
response to the “capitalisme sauvage” from and through the corporations. In this period he has
lead marketing and product campaigns around Latin America, and currently in the UK and
Ireland.

From 2003 to 2006, Sop Rodchenvko lived in Buenos Aires, Argentina, where he took
literature workshops in cultural centres “San Martin” and “Ricardo Rojas”.

Over the last 10 years, he has been also exploring field of photography as his second job
(though he has been in love with photography since he first held a camera when he was four);
focusing on a street photography -on the street he is able to capture everyday emotions such as
angst, love, fear, and others that appear on human faces, seemingly authentic.- Shooting in the
cities enables him to document fragments of “real” life and capture atrocities of the modern
world. In his recent work urBan, Sop Rodchenvko aims to create a holistic concept of the street
around the planet with photographs from more than 20 countries.

In 2013, he achieved to give as awards 200 of his printed photographs under the training tour
“Science of Printing” project with HP Mexico. Also in that year, he had his first exhibition, titled
“Since the death, to start from the beginning”. In addition, he was collaborating in “behind the
scenes” of a short film, “Carta a Galeano” (a letter to Galeano) and his photographs illustrated
the Matias Amoedo’s book “Efecto Tequila”, published in Argentina by Momofuku.

Sop Rodchenvko took multiples photography workshops in the “Active School of Photography”
in Mexico City and more recently in City Academy in London, London School of Photography,
London Metropolitan University and Manchester Academy of Photography.





What?
Sop Rodchenvko’s work focus in four main topics, all of them powerfully linked; consciousness, 
identity, memory and togetherness.

He created different projects to tackle these topics

• Sop Rodchenvko Photography

• Pi, Photography and Identity

• Melodie, Music and Photography

• Mnemosyne.



Sop Rodchenvko Photography
“Consciousness project”



Sop Rodchenvko Photography
“London From My Car”



Sop Rodchenvko Photography
“urBan”



Sop Rodchenvko Photography
“Togetherness”



Pi. Photography & Identity



Melodie. Music & Photography



Mnemosyne



www,SopRodchenvko.com
www.MelodieMP.com
sop@MelodieMP.com


